Dear Madam or Sir!

The historical Meierhof of Gutenstein Castle lies 70 kilometers south of Vienna. In this idyllic setting, among the mountains and beautiful nature each year students of the Gutenstein Masterclasses have the opportunity to deepen their artistry through a series of intensive masterclasses taught by internationally renowned, first-class musicians and teachers.

We are happy to present this year KS Angelika Kirchschlager (Interpretation), Prof. Gerhard Kahry (Voice), Prof. Noelle Turner (Musical) and Prof. Gottlieb Wallisch (Piano) who - with their tireless engagement - will support the students at the highest level.

We kindly ask you to put up the poster on your pin wall to inform your young talents. On behalf of the Masterclasses Gutenstein I thank you for your cooperation in advance.

Sincerely yours,

[Signature]

Gabriele Korn  
Secretary General  
Masterclasses Gutenstein  
Kohlesgasse 32  
1140 Wien, Österreich  
Tel.: 0043 664 230 20 93  
Email: office@meisterklassen-gutenstein.at  
www.meisterklassen-gutenstein.at